FERRARI TOUR
Club Edition

OVERVIEW

Share your passion
The FERRARI TOUR Club
Edition is a series of exclusive
driving events created to
allow you to indulge your
passion for Ferrari and share
unique moments with other
likeminded Prancing Horse
owners in wonderful
locations.
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OVERVIEW

A world of superlative
experiences
FERRARI TOUR Club Edition
mixes the freedom of the
open road with the thrill of
the track, plus luxurious
hospitality and fine dining.
It is a series of unique driving
events that brilliantly
encapsulate the world of
Ferrari.				
Join this exclusive club and
enjoy luxury driving tours
and unique racing events.
Membership gives you
access to a selection of
bespoke packages and a
range of other privileges,
including customized Ferrari
gifts and unforgettable
experiences.
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TOUR TYPE

GT TOUR

SPORT TOUR

Exclusive adventures

Thrilling international circuits

Our GT Tours are a unique experience for a select number of Ferraristi.
Perfectly planned itineraries take you on a voyage of discovery along some
of Europe’s most breathtakingly beautiful driving roads, and allow you to
experience some of its most enchanting and exclusive locations.

Unleash your racing spirit on tours that encompass some of Europe’s
greatest driving roads en route to the continent’s most prestigious
circuits. A perfect balance of luxury experiences and country-road
driving, our Sport Tours culminate in exciting track activities designed
to test your skills and unleash your Ferrari’s performance.
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GT TOUR
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GT TOUR
OVERVIEW
Exhilarating moments, unforgettable experiences
GT Tour offers genuinely uniquely memorable adventures
in a world of exclusivity and luxury every single day.
LUXURY HOTELS
Relax and unwind in unparalleled comfort at the end of each day’s
journey. Luxurious surroundings provide the perfect welcome at
every stage of your GT Tour experience.

LUXURY HOTELS

GOURMET DINING
We handpick each region’s finest restaurants to provide you with
original gourmet cuisine. Each day you’ll discover exclusive yet
authentic regional menus in stunning locations.
SECRET ADVENTURES
Each new location reveals a series of delightful surprises and
memorable adventures. Our GT Tours offer you access to exclusive
events in evocative places, transforming your journey into a truly
unforgettable experience.

GOURMET DINING

SECRET ADVENTURES
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GT TOUR
2021 CALENDAR
LANGHE
ITALY

BLACK FOREST
GERMANY

GT TOUR
ITALY

BATH
UK

ANDALUSIA
SPAIN

4-6 JUNE
ROUTE FOR
GOURMET
TRAVELLERS

25-27 JUNE
THE
ENCHANTMENT
OF A THICK
WOODLANDS

SEPTEMBER
TBC

1-3 OCTOBER
AN ENGLAND
PICTUREPOSTCARD

5-7 NOVEMBER
SUN,
DREAM
AND FUN

Extraordinary luxury tours
At the heart of the GT Tours lie five iconic destinations, handpicked to offer Ferrari owners the ultimate combination of luxury and driving pleasure.
Sample the finest Italian dining amongst the rolling hills of the Langhe region or explore the mesmerising roads of the Black Forest. Drive through
scenic British countryside or immerse yourself in Spain’s rich culture under the warm Andalusian sun.

Please note that the events date and format may be subject to change.
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GT TOUR
FORMAT

DAY 1 FRIDAY

DAY 2 SATURDAY

DAY 3 SUNDAY

MORNING

MORNING

MORNING

• Welcome & Accreditation

• Panoramic Road Tour & Exclusive Activity

• Panoramic Road Tour

• Lunch

• Lunch

• Surprise Activity

• Technical Briefing
AFTERNOON
• Panoramic Road Tour & Exclusive Activity
EVENING

AFTERNOON

• Lunch

• Panoramic Road Tour & Exclusive Activity
EVENING
• Dinner & Overnight Accommodation

• Dinner & Overnight Accommodation
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LANGHE
JUNE 4th - 6th
Route for gourmet travelers
A purveyor of Slow Food and fine wine, the Langhe region in
Piedmont has something more français than italiano at first sight,
but down deeper you will discover that it has a ‘Made in Italy’
stamped all over it.
Home of the noble House of Savoy, who was the engine of this
nation with its first Prime Minister and its dynastic Royal Family,
here you will be surrounded by history. This is the perfect region
for exclusive activities with truffles, hazelnuts and wine, and an
authentic experience in this charming land.
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BLACK FOREST
JUNE 25th - 27th
The enchantment of a thick Woodlands
Landscapes of green valleys, brooding evergreen forests and
fairytale villages: this is the Black Forest.
Grand hotels, thermal baths and old-school elegant spas remind us
that this thick woodland has been a destination of European élites
for centuries.
This corner of the country is definitely made for touring behind the
wheel of a car on twisty roads with sensational views and to
discover local traditions and beautiful villages.
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BATH
OCTOBER 1st - 3rd
Tour of rural England and its charming hamlets and
villages
England’s most timeless, but unexpectedly timely, countryside:
discover the stunning area of the Cotswolds, rich in beauty and
lush, green landscapes.
This region is a delightful tangle of golden hamlets, thatched
cottages, evocative churches and honey-coloured manors.
Designated as area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, enjoy a tour of
rural England and its picturesque villages. Stoned mansions and
lively market towns await you for an unforgettable driving
experience that will feed your sight and soul.
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ANDALUSIA
NOVEMBER 5th -7th
Sun, dreams and fun
Andalusia represents Spain at its hottest and most passionate.
The scent of orange blossom, the swish of a flamenco dress or the
glimpse of a white village perched atop a cliff are just a little taste.
Tapas, flamenco, bull fighting and matadors come right after:
Andalusia often acts as a synonym for Spain as a whole.
History and culture have conspired to leave a deep imprint on this
rugged, arid land, where medieval castles cling to precipitous crags
and broad beaches hug both Atlantic and Mediterranean shores.
it will be an unforgettable experience whether you are looking to
discover Andalusian traditions or enjoy a Ferrari weekend of rest
and fun.
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SPORT TOUR
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SPORT TOUR
OVERVIEW
Indulge your passion
for driving
The Sport Tours are a series
of exhilarating drives to - and on
- some of Europe’s most iconic
circuits, the revered “cathedrals
of motorsport”.
As Ferrari Tour’s guest, you will
enjoy a perfectly balanced
mix of delightful experiences
and track activities guaranteed
to unleash your racing spirit.
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SPORT TOUR
2021 CALENDAR
BRNO
CZECH REPUBLIC

NÜRBURGRING
GERMANY

SPA
FRANCORCHAMPS
BELGIUM

28-30 MAY
GARDENS
OF MORAVIA

27-29 AUGUST
THE LEGENDARY
CIRCUIT

10-12 SEPTEMBER
THE ARDENNES
FOREST

A unique combination
The Sport Tours are a perfect balance of country road driving and thrilling track activities designed to bond you with your Ferrari and discover
its true capabilities. You will experience some of Europe’s most celebrated circuits and enjoy Ferrari hospitality at each destination.

Please note that the events date and format may be subject to change.
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SPORT TOUR
FORMAT

DAY 1 FRIDAY

DAY 2 SATURDAY

DAY 3 SUNDAY

MORNING

MORNING

MORNING

• Welcome & Accreditation

• Panoramic Road Tour & Exclusive Activity

• Panoramic Road Tour

• Lunch

• Lunch

• Track Activity

• Technical Briefing
AFTERNOON
• Panoramic Road Tour & Track Activity
EVENING

AFTERNOON
• Panoramic Road Tour & Exclusive Activity
EVENING

• Lunch at VIP Passione Ferrari Hospitality
AFTERNOON
• Track Activity

• Dinner & Overnight Accommodation

• Dinner & Overnight Accommodation
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BRNO
MAY 28th - 30th
A circuit among the enchanting gardens and castles of
Moravia
Known as the “front-door” of Moravia, Brno is love at first sight. A
fortress on the top-hill, the gothic cathedral, an historical city
center of colorful palaces and a troubled history are just what you
need to plunge into a magical atmosphere. Perfect postcard where
the young Mozart played the piano and where strolling around is
quiet, like in a world frozen in time: the capital of Moravia lets its
guests experience the calm of its region, full of castles, vineyards
and gardens.
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NÜRBURGRING
AUGUST 27th - 29th
The Heart Of Racing Spirits
A tour dedicated to the heart of sporting souls, for a journey
around the iconic race circuit of Nürburgring. Test your driving
skills at your best in this on road tour among circuits and
professional dedicated instructors and share your passion with
other racing enthusiasts!
The Nürburgring tour will be hosted during the Ferrari Racing
Days, one of the most exciting events of the year. All the very best
of the Prancing Horse gathers on the same track for this unique
event. During this weekend, the track doesn’t just host the Ferrari
F1 Clienti, but also the cars of XX Programmes.
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SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
SEPTEMBER 10th - 12th
The famous circuit and door of the Ardennes Forest
The Ardennes, this strange and wooded anomaly which makes the
Belgian southeast corner one of the wildest places remaining in
Europe.
Landscapes of misty pine forest, quiet rivers and villages nestled
around castles that keep strong and proudly their traditions: the
Ardennes folklore is the escape hatch you didn’t know you needed.
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FERRARI TOUR Club Edition
2021 CALENDAR
1.

SPORT TOUR BRNO
May 28th - 30th | Czech Republic

2.

GT TOUR LANGHE
June 4th - 6th | Italy

3.

GT TOUR BLACK FOREST
June 25th - 27th | Germany

4.

SPORT TOUR NÜRBURGRING
August 27th - 29th | Germany

5.

SPORT TOUR SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
September 10th - 12th | Belgium

6.

GT TOUR
September | Italy

7.

GT TOUR BATH
October 1st - 3rd | Uk

8.

GT TOUR ANDALUSIA
November 5th - 7th | Spain

GT TOUR BATH
October 1st - 3rd | Uk
SPORT TOUR NÜRBURGRING
August 27th - 29th | Germany

SPORT TOUR SPA-FRANCORCHAMPS
September 10th - 12th | Belgium

SPORT TOUR BRNO
May 28th - 30th | Czech Republic

GT TOUR BLACK FOREST
June 25th - 27th | Germany

GT TOUR LANGHE
June 4th - 6th | Italy
GT TOUR
September | Italy

GT TOUR ANDALUSIA
November 5th - 7th | Spain

Please note that the events date may be subject to change.
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS, PLEASE CONTACT YOUR OFFICIAL DEALER
ferrari.com

